
  

 

Abstract—Integration is an important topic in the 

mathematics curriculum, but students generally believe that it is 

difficult to cope with the challenges of solving integration 

problems. In order to accurately and efficiently solve integration 

problems, students need to develop problem-solving flexibility 

— they need to learn a variety of strategies, and to solve a 

particular problem, and how to choose the best among these 

strategies. In this study, multiple problem-solving strategies had 

been investigated by applying two patterns, the computerized 

assessment had been held in order to estimate the greatest 

possible performance of the students in the unit of finding area 

by integration. Eleven classes of students from an unnamed 

university were chosen as samples of this study. This study 

would compare different problem-solving strategies and hope to 

help the students to have a broader learning. They were divided 

into three groups, in which the first answered all items with the 

preferred strategy, the second answered half the items with the 

preferred strategy and the third was not instructed to use any 

particular strategy. After the computerized test, it was found 

that. Group 1 performed better on the test overall. This study 

also conducted the simulations to confirm the group 1, who took 

the preferred strategy, had the best performance. It is hoped 

that the results of this research may assist as a reference to those 

teachers who are interested in them. 

 

Index Terms—Definite integral, multiple problem-solving 

strategies, the knowledge structure, experts’ knowledge 

structure, DINA, MS-DINA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Whatever method is used, a general dissatisfaction with the 

calculus course has emerged in various countries round the 

world in the last decade [1]. Students learn mathematics most 

effectively when they are given opportunities to investigate 

ideas and concepts through problem-solving and are guided 

carefully into an understanding of the mathematical principles 

involved [2]. In math, this strategy includes memorizing 

algorithms and performing computations that may be abstract 

and not understood by students [3]. Although integration is an 

important topic in the Additional Mathematics syllabus, 

students frequently encounter various difficulties while 

solving integral problems and find it difficult to cope with 

them [4]. To solve math problems accurately and efficiently, 

students need to develop flexibility: they need to learn 

multiple strategies, and how to choose among them in tackling 

a particular problem [5]. 
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problem-solving as one of their requirements for students [6]. 

Students need to learn that math and problem- solving go 

hand in hand, and this concept can be realized through a 

problem-solving approach to teaching mathematics [7]. 

Research indicates that when college freshmen solve 

problems of irregular shapes areas, we can obtain their 

answering information by constructed-response concepts. 

This study will focus on three multiple problem- solving 

strategies to discover which is best for students solving 

integration problems. 

Mathematical problem-solving requires creativity [8]. 

When teaching problem- solving, learning needs to go beyond 

conceptual frameworks and become creative [9]. 

“Problem-solving means engaging in a task for which the 

solution method is not known in advance.” However, all 

students need problem-solving skills [10]. “Fiddle” with a 

problem, try this-and-that-and-the-other, until eventually 

some of the ideas that did not work suddenly fit together to 

give the solution [8]. Therefore, the ability to solve problems 

must be included in the students' mathematics curriculum to 

help them acquire the skills that are necessary to solve 

problems. When students use different strategies to solve 

problems, teachers should be affirming and encouraging so 

that students will be more likely to adapt to the development 

of a diversified society. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Problem Solving 

The largest numbers of errors committed were technical 

errors which were primarily attributed to secondary school 

students’ lack of conceptual and procedural understanding of 

integration [11]. Problem solving is recognized as an 

important life skill involving a range of processes including 

analyzing, interpreting, reasoning, predicting, evaluating and 

reflecting [12], [13]. For that reason educating students as 

efficient problem solvers is an important role of mathematics 

education [13], [14]. 

Students need to learn that math and problem solving go 

hand in hand and are not separate entities, and this can be 

realized through a problem solving approach to teaching 

mathematics [15]. 

Problem solving is recognized as an important life skill 

involving a range of processes including analyzing, 

interpreting, reasoning, predicting, evaluating and reflecting 

[12], [13].  For that reason educating students as efficient 

problem solvers is an important role of mathematics 

education [13], [14]. 
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In the elementary school, students studied a regular pattern 

area such as a square, rectangular, triangular, circular, 

trapezoid; but how would students determine the area of an 

irregular graph? This study investigates the integral in order 

to solve the area problems of irregular shapes. In order to 

accurately and efficiently solve the area problems of irregular 

graphs, students need to develop problem-solving flexibility 

— they need to learn a variety of strategies, and to solve a 

particular problem, and how to choose the best among these 

strategies. Expert’s knowledge structure 

B. Expert’s Knowledge Structure 

In 2007, the Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario 

(ETFO) stated their goal of finding a better way to close the 

gaps in their students’ mathematical knowledge. Bethany 

suggested a change from more traditional teaching strategies 

[16]. It was determined that the focus of this research was the 

exploration of multiple problem-solving strategies for 

integration problems, such as finding the area under a curve 

by means of a definite integral. The study was organized as 

follows: first, a literature review was conducted, and then four 

university teachers taught the definite integral in their 

Calculus course, a requirement for the freshmen of an 

unnamed university. The researchers then built an expert 

knowledge structure after analyzing the teachers’ academic 

beliefs, teaching experiences and topic requirements for the 

students. This study collected open-ended test items based on 

the experts’ knowledge structure. Every item is designed to 

examine only the concept related to one node of the expert’s 

knowledge structure. 

A paper-and-pen test was administered to 163 examinees  

chosen from the university. After examining their results, the 

researchers found eleven error patterns in solving definite  

integration problems. These items in this pre-trial were then 

revised to become more suitable, and eight constructed 

response items were designed. 

Gagne (1977) [17] introduced a hierarchy concept network, 

known as a knowledge structure. As shown in Fig. 1, B → A 

notes the concept B is the prerequisite concept of A. If an 

examinee mastered concept A, then all of its prerequisite 

concepts (for example, concept B~D) will be considered to be 

understood by the examinee. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The knowledge structure. 

 

A knowledge structure was created by domain experts and 

practicing university teachers. The results from building an 

experts’ knowledge structure are shown in Fig. 2. 

C. Content 

The teaching goals were further subdivided to diagnose 

whether the student has mastered the concept of multiple 

problem-solving strategies. The study mainly investigated the 

area enclosed by the line, and the parabola. Two problem- 

solving strategies, the vertical dx pattern and the horizontal dy 

pattern, are described as follows: 

If f and g are two continuous real-valued functions defined 

on a closed interval [a, b], and satisfy ( ) ( )f x g x , for every 

x in [a, b], then the area enclosed by two vertical lines x = a, x 

= b, and two curves y＝ f(x), y＝ g(x) is. As shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experts’ knowledge structure. 

 

 
Fig. 3.The vertical dx pattern. 

 

If F and G are two continuous real-valued functions 

defined on a closed interval [c, d], and satisfy F(y)    G(y) 

for every y in [c, d], then the area enclosed by two horizontal 

lines y = c, y =d, and two curves x＝F(y), x＝ G(y) is as 

shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The horizontal dy pattern. 

 

The study analyzed multiple problem-solving strategies 

with 578 valid samples of students, each restricted by time, 

manpower, material and other effects. Students refer the right 

explanations to construct the formulas and answers. The 

processes of answers will present at the bottom of the display 

area as shown in Fig. 5. The system will record the students' 

problem-solving processes in the database, as shown in Table 

1, where「int_」represents the integral, 「{- 2} ̂  0」represents 

-2 is the lower boundary and 0 is the upper boundary, 「^」is 

a power of superscript symbol, 「frac {a} {b}」is a / b, 「f (x) 

| _ {- 2} ^ 0 」is   , such as students enter the database records 

as「int _ {- 2} ̂  0 (x ̂  3-4x ) dx + int_0 ̂  2 (4x-x ̂  3) dx = (frac 

{1} {4} x ^ 4-2x ^ 2) | _ {- 2} ^ 0 + (2x ^ 2-frac {1} {4} x ^ 4) 
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| _0 ^ 2 = 8 」 display area appears 
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Quiz screen are shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Quiz screen. 

 

There were three groups, as follows: in the first group, 270 

examinees answered all items with the preferred strategy; in 

the second group, 41 examinees answered half the items with 

the preferred strategy (though in reality it was closer to  four 

question); in the third group, 267 examinees were not 

instructed to use any particular strategy. 
 

TABLE I: THE PARADIGM OF STUDENT SOLVING- PROBLEM PROCESS 

RECORDED IN THE DATABASE 

Serial number           Answer response 

w900231080001    2@@int_{-2}^0(x^3-4x)dx+int_0^2(4x- x^3) 

dx=(frac{1}{4}x^4-2x^2)|_{-2}^0+(2x^2- frac{1} 

{4}x^4)|_0^2=8 

w900231080101    2@@int_{-2}^2(4x-x^3) dx=(2x^2- frac{1}{4} 

x^4)|_{-2}^2=0 

 

A computerized test was administered to examine 582 

samples chosen from the university, although there were only 

578 valid samples. Five hundred seventy-eight examinees 

were then divided into three groups to investigate the perfor- 

mance of multiple problem-solving strategies. Manual inter- 

pretation of the 578 samples indicated that each question had 

multiple problem-solving strategies. The first to fourth items 

had two problem-solving strategies each. The first item to the 

fourth item each have two problem-solving strategies. For  

example, the first question includes the first pattern,  

 
2

2

2

(4 )x dx



 

 

and the second pattern 

1

3

[ 1 ( 1 )] .y y dy


     

The examinee responds to the first item with whether to 

choose the simple integrator. Item 5 to item 8 each have two 

problem-solving strategies. For example, the fifth question 

includes the first pattern,  

1

2

2

[(1 ) ( 1)] ,x x dx


  
 

 

and the second pattern 

 
0

3

[( 1) ( 1 )] .y y dy


   
 

 

The examinee responds to the fifth item with whether to use 

piecewise integrals conductive electrode of optoelectronic 

devices. 

 

III. SIMULATION 

Accuracy represents the consistency between the real value 

and the estimated value, as shown in Table II. 
 

TABLE I: THE ARRANGEMENT OF CHANNELS 

 Estimated value 

 

True value 

 Yes No 

Yes 
11n  10n  

 No 
01n  00n  

Note: 1,ijn   if the real value is in line with the estimated value, 

0,ijn  otherwise. 

 

The accuracy equals  

 

11 00( ) /n n N , 

 

where N is the number of test data. This simulation identified 

accuracy as an indicator. The problem-solving strategies (dx 

pattern, dy pattern, multiple problem-solving strategies) of 

two cognitive diagnostic models (1.deterministic input, noisy 

“and” gate mode (DINA); 2. multiple -strategy DINA model 

(MS-DINA))[18] for accuracy were investigated and 

simulated data generated using MATLAB software in this 

experiment. 

A. A Model of Single Problem-Solving Strategy — DINA 

)1(
)()1()|1( ijij

jjiij
gsYP

ηη 
 

, 

where: 

 i: examinee, 

j : item, k: skill,




K

k

q

ikij

jk

1

αη , slip: )1|0( 
ijijj

YPs η , 

guessing: )0|1( 
ijijj

YPg η , 

1, the examinee i masters all skills of problem j

solving strategy which has made correct answer.

0, the examinee i lacks at least one skill of problem j

solving strategy which has made incorrect answe

ij η

r.








 The problem-solving strategies (dx pattern, dy pattern) of 

the cognitive diagnostic model (DINA) on the accuracy were 

investigated in this experiment. 
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B. A Model of Multiple Problem-Solving Strategies — 

MS-DINA 
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where: 

i: examinee. 

j : item. 

k: skill. 

 





K

k

q

ikijm

jkm

1

αη , 

 

slip: )1|0( 
ijmijjm

YPs η . 

guessing: )0|1( 
ijmijjm

YPg η . 

 

1, when using strategy m,the examinee i masters all 

skills of problem j solving strategy which has made

    correct answer.

0, when using strategy m,the examinee i lacks at least

    one skill of prob

ijm η

lem j solving strategy which has made

    incorrect answer.











 

The multiple problem-solving strategies of the cognitive 

diagnostic model (MS-DINA) on the accuracy were explored 

in this experiment. 

Every simulation data variable and estimation in the 

experimental design were designed to imitate de la Torre 

(2008) [19], [20], as shown in Table III: 
 

TABLE III: SIMULATION DATA VARIABLES 

Variable            Setting 

Sample size 270 

Attribute pattern 

(α) 

Alpha~Uniform(0,1).  

The mastery probability of each concept is 0.5 for 

every examinee. 

Model DINA, MS-DINA 

Number of replicates  20 

 

Q matrix represents that each exam item needs some 

specific strategies, if the i-th item requires the j-th strategy 

then 1,ijq   otherwise 0.ijq   Q matrix is defined as 

follows: 

Define Q-matrix =[ ],ijq  

 

1,
,

0,

1, , , 1,..,

thei th item requires the j th strategy
q
ij otherwise

where i I j J

 
 


 

 

 

To investigate to use MATLAB software whether can work 

under the ideal condition, simulated data with J = 8, K = 7 and 

M = 2 were generated. To use the sample size was N = 270 in 

generating the data. The experimental design Q-matrix as 

shown in Table IV. Last, the slip and guessing parameters 

were set to 0.10 for all items. 

In the MS-DINA model (
1M ), all simulate examinees 

answered all items with the preferred strategy. The single 

problem-solving strategy 
2M  and 

3M  used the vertical dx 

and the horizontal dy strategy respectively. 
 

   

    

     

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

 
    

    

  

 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Eleven classes of students from an unnamed university 

were chosen as samples of this study. They were divided into 

three groups, in which the first answered all items with the 

preferred strategy, the second answered half the items with the 

preferred strategy and the third was not instructed to use any 

particular strategy. After the computerized test, it was found 

that. 

Group 1 performed better on the test overall. As long as the 

examinee had somewhere an error pattern, namely that he 

made this mistake. As long as the examinee performed a 

certain skill, namely that he mastered this concept. There were 

consistent problem-solving strategies among all questions. 

We treated the last semester final scores as a covariate with 

the test scores as the dependent variable and performed an 

ANCOVA, yielding P = 0.279 > 0.05. Thus, the test scores 

varied because the problem-solving strategies differed; 

therefore, post-hoc comparisons were performed on the 

values. It shows that Group 1 was best, followed sequentially 

by Group2, and Group 3. 

The MS-DINA model (
1M ), estimated using the strategies 

of the real data, has a higher accuracy (0.7588) than the DINA 

model using dx pattern (
2M ) (0.5523) or dy pattern (

3M ) 
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m: strategy.

TABLE IV: THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN Q-MATRIX

MS         S

1M 2M
3M

1I
1S 1 1 0

2S 0 0 1

2I
1S 1 1 0

2S 0 0 1

       
3I

1S 0 1 0

2S 1 0 1

4I
1S 0 1 0

2S 1 0 1

5I
1S 1 1 0

2S 0 0 1

6I
1S 1 1 0

2S 0 0 1

7I
1S 0 1 0

2S 1 0 1

8I
1S 0 1 0

2S 1 0 1

Note:
iI : the i-th question,

1S : the vertical dx Strategy,
2S the horizontal dy

Strategy, MS: multiple problem-solving strategy, S: single problem-solving 

strategy, 
kM : the k-th method



  

(0.5521). Multiple strategies are more in line with the actual 

state. 

Empirical research and simulation are shown that using 

non-segmented integration strategy has the best performance 

achievements. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, multiple problem-solving strategies were 

investigated by applying the vertical dx pattern and the 

horizontal dy pattern. A computerized assessment was 

conducted to estimate the greatest possible performance of 

the students in the unit of definite integrals. By doing so, we 

can presume that it is possible to give every student the critical 

thinking skills of mathematical concepts and understand the 

relationships between them. Using these skills, the students 

can develop good study habits and enhance their ability to 

learn mathematics. Furthermore, we encourage every student 

to continue engaging in creative challenges for all types of 

questions. 

We hope that the students will think about their own 

development and progress, and enhance their creativity and 

ability to independently solve these problems. We also hope 

that teachers understand the benefits of problem-solving 

strategies for low- achieving students in remedial education. It 

is our goal to create a problem-solving learning environment 

to enhance students' problem-solving skills. It is hoped that 

the results of this research may assist as a reference to those 

teachers who are interested in them. Finally, the future 

research can be carried out for different subjects or different  

units. 
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